FEEL THE LOVE WITH ST MATH
Help Students Fall in Love With Math This Month!

At MIND, we LOVE math and want to help students feel the same way. We know that when students play to learn math, they learn to love math!

A novel study released by Proving Ground, part of the Center for Education Policy Research at Harvard University, evaluated the effect of increased usage of ST Math within a single school year. They found that increasing usage from fall to spring by more than 10 minutes per week correlated to significant higher math gains on multiple state standardized math assessments.

Here are three ideas to boost your ST Math time by 10 minutes per week!

---

1. **Tuesday/Thursday, I'm in Love**
   - Consider scheduling ST Math on Tuesdays and/or Thursdays as part of your math block!

2. **You and Me (and JiJi)**
   - Work with small groups of students, virtually or in-person, while the rest of the class engages in ST Math time independently.

3. **Good Morning, JiJi**
   - Start the day with a little pep (waddle?) in your step by using ST Math as a class warm up first thing in the morning.

---

**REMEMBER...**

Time spent on ST Math is time spent learning!

---
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